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Abstract. Accurate sizing functions are crucial for efficient generation of high-quality surface 
meshes, but to define the sizing function is often the bottleneck in complicated mesh 
generation tasks due to the tedious user interaction involved. We present a novel algorithm to 
automatically create high-quality sizing functions. First, the tessellation of a CAD model is 
taken as the background mesh and combined with user-specified parameters to define an 
initial sizing function. Then, a convex nonlinear programming problem is formulated and 
solved efficiently to obtain a smoothed sizing function that corresponds to a mesh satisfying 
necessary gradient constraint conditions with a significantly reduced element number. Finally, 
this sizing function is applied in an advancing front surface mesher. With the aid of a 
parametric mesh and a walk-through algorithm, an efficient sizing-value query scheme is 
developed for surface meshing. Meshing experiments of some very complicated geometry 
models are presented to demonstrate that the proposed sizing-function approach enables 
accurate and fully automatic surface mesh generation.  
Key words.  Mesh generation; Surface mesh; Sizing function; Adaptive; Background mesh 
1. Introduction 
In the field of computational aerodynamics, a great success of unstructured mesh technologies 
has been witnessed in the past few decades due to its automatic and adaptive abilities for 
complex geometry configurations [1]. Nowadays, many commercial and in-house codes can 
generate unstructured meshes in a very reliable and computationally efficient manner [2-5]. 
However, preparing a suitable input for the unstructured meshing pipeline remains a major 
performance bottleneck in many cases. In general, this input contains a geometry that defines 
the meshing domain and a sizing function that defines the distribution of element scales over 
the meshing domain. This study focuses only on the sizing function for unstructured surface 
mesh generation, while it is noted that preparing high-quality geometry inputs is a very active 
research topic in the community of mesh generation [6, 7].  
A good sizing function should define smaller element scales in the region where 
geometrical and physical characteristics exist and larger scales elsewhere. Moreover, the 
gradient of element scales must be limited so that the quality of elements in gradation regions 
is ensured. In computational aerodynamics, grid sources are popular tools employed by many 
meshing codes to define sizing functions [8-12]. For simple configurations, the time cost of 
defining the sources may be affordable if a user friendly graphic interface is available. 
However, for complicated aerodynamics models, e.g. a fully loaded fighter, hundreds of grid 
sources may be required, and the interactive process that defines these sources is error-prone 
and time-consuming. By contrast, the subsequent automatic meshing pipeline may only 
consume minutes of wall-clock time. For these complicated geometry models, without 
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considering the geometry preparation step, the performance bottleneck for unstructured mesh 
generation lies in the phase of defining sizing functions rather than the mesh generation itself.  
For many years, solution-adaptive techniques have been expected to be able to remove the 
dependence of analysis accuracy on initial mesh configurations. However, it was reported that 
an adapted solution might be invalid if it originates from a poor-quality mesh [10]. In fact, a 
good initial mesh can either eliminate the need for adaptive mesh refinement or enhance the 
performance of many adaptation methods. Therefore, even configured with an adaptive solver, 
a suitable sizing function is still indispensable for initial mesh generation. 
In this study, a fully automatic algorithm that defines sizing functions for surface mesh 
generation is proposed. Figure 1 illustrates the main steps of this algorithm using the F6 wing-
body-nacelle-pylon aircraft model (hereafter referred to as the F6 model) as the example.  
(1) Creating the background mesh. A triangular mesh is output by tessellating the input 
CAD model and used as the background mesh of the sizing function.   
(2) Initialising the sizing function. Firstly, curvature and proximity features of the input 
model are calculated. Next, element scales adapted to these features are defined at 
background mesh nodes. 
(3) Smoothing the sizing function. A convex nonlinear programming (NLP) is formulated 
and efficiently solved to obtain a smoothed sizing function that corresponds to a mesh 
with a reduced element number and satisfying necessary gradient constraint conditions. 
   
(a)                                                                          (b) 
   
(c)                                                                          (d) 
Figure 1. An illustration for the proposed algorithm using an F6 aircraft model. (a) The input 
CAD model. (b) The background mesh of the sizing function, which is output by tessellating 
the input CAD model. (c) The initial sizing function adapted to local curvature and proximity 
features. (d) The smoothed sizing function. 
Step 3 is the key of the proposed algorithm. To limit the gradients of element scales over a 
background triangular mesh, a gradient constraint equation is introduced with the nodal sizing 
values as variables. Based on this equation, a convex NLP is formulated to constrain the 
gradients of element scales over the entire meshing domain. The solution of this NLP 
corresponds to a mesh with a reduced magnitude. Theoretical analysis reveals that this NLP is 
always solvable and any local optimal solution is also its global optimal solution. An efficient 
numerical scheme is also developed to solve this NLP.  
Given a sizing function defined on an unstructured mesh, a challenging issue is how to 
efficiently query the sizing value of a given point. Two techniques are proposed to resolve 
this issue. It is noted that the input CAD model is composed of many parametric curves and 
surfaces whose meshing procedures are conducted individually. Therefore, the concept of 
parametric mesh is defined to limit sizing-value queries on the parametric space of a 
particular surface or curve, and the involved elements only refer to those covering this surface 
or curve. In addition, a fast walk-through algorithm is developed to search the background 
element containing a given point (hereafter referred to as the base element) at the shortest 
path.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the contribution of the proposed 
approach is highlighted in the context of related literature. In Section 3, the convex NLP for 
sizing-function smoothing is formulated and theoretically analyzed. Section 4 provides the 
implementation details for the main steps of creating a geometry-based adaptive sizing 
function with limited gradients of element scales, while  Section 5 addresses the issue of 
efficient query of sizing values. In Section 6, various numerical examples are presented to 
demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the new approach, after which concluding 
remarks are summarized in Section 7.  
2. The contributions 
This contribution of this work mainly includes the background mesh for sizing functions, the 
gradient-constraint algorithm and the size-query algorithms.  
2.1. Using the tessellation of the input CAD model as the background mesh 
A fundamental feature that can be used to classify the algorithms of specifying sizing 
functions is the background mesh adopted [8-14]. The most prevailing one is the Cartesian 
mesh, which is interiorly organized as a quadtree or octree and requires the tree-level 
difference of neighboring cells to be less than one. Consequently, the refinement of a single 
cell has to be propagated into its neighboring cells. Therefore, the Cartesian mesh based 
scheme is expensive in terms of computing time and storage requirement [8-12].  
Most CAD systems provide routines to tessellate a CAD model into a triangular mesh. 
Compared with Cartesian meshes, triangular meshes have far better topological flexibility. 
Thus, for models with similar geometric complexity, the triangular mesh required to define 
suitable sizing functions can be coarser than the Cartesian mesh by one order or more [9-12]. 
Besides, unlike the Cartesian mesh where cells are cut through by geometry boundaries, the 
triangular mesh is boundary conforming. This property is very helpful when developing 
various sizing-function schemes. For instance, an extended B-rep can be setup after 
tessellating the CAD model to connect the topological entities of the CAD model (face, curve 
and point) and the mesh entities (facets, edges, nodes) occupying these topological entities. 
The sizing-value query employed for surface meshing can be improved using this extended B-
rep as explained below: 
(1) The meshing algorithm manages curves and surfaces individually, and therefore the 
query employed in the meshing procedure of a single curve or surface only needs to 
visit the set of background edges or facets classified on the curve or surface to find the 
base element.  
(2) By projecting these edges or facets into the parametric space of the curve or face, the 
base-element search can be defined in the two-dimensional parametric space instead of 
the original three-dimensional physical space.  
Meanwhile, the mesh magnitude is a key index for evaluating the mesh quality, and can 
therefore be applied to evaluate the quality of a sizing function. The boundary-conforming 
property of the triangular background mesh makes it possible to predict the magnitude of the 
mesh adapted to a given sizing function before conducting the meshing task (see Appendix A). 
This property is undoubtedly useful for those algorithms that need to evaluate or compare the 
quality of sizing functions.    
2.2. The gradient limiting approach by the solution of an convex NLP 
A few approaches have been proposed to limit the gradients of element scales by changing the 
sizing values at background mesh nodes. Borouchaki et al. [15] presented a technique named 
Hc-Correction to constrain the gradients of element scales along edges. Later, Pippa and 
Caligiana [16] presented a new technique named GradH-Correction to constrain the gradients 
of element scales over background element interiors. Although the GradH-Correction 
algorithm ensures a gradient-limited sizing function over the entire meshing domain, it does 
not attempt to minimize the change to the initial sizing function and therefore takes the risk to 
get a locally over-refined sizing function. To overcome this drawback, Persson et al. [17] 
proposed to smooth the sizing function by solving a Hamilton-Jacobi equation. However, it 
remains an issue to extend this approach to smooth the sizing function defined on a 
background mesh composed of many highly stretched elements. Based on previous 
experience, such a mesh is not a qualified input for a PDE solver.  
In [16], Pippa and Caligiana proposed an equation that must be met by a gradient-limited 
sizing function over a triangular domain. Based on this equation, we propose a convex NLP to 
smooth the sizing function. The solvability and convexity of this NLP is proved rigorously, 
and an efficient numerical scheme that can balance solution quality and computing time is 
developed. It is noted that the solution of this NLP is not only subject to the gradation-
limiting condition, but also aimed at minimizing the difference of the initial sizing function 
and the smoothed one. Therefore, unlike the GradH-Correction algorithm, the proposed 
approach will not result in a locally over-refined sizing-function. Moreover, because a 
positive correlation exists between the minimization function adopted in the NLP and the goal 
to minimize the mesh magnitude, the solution of this NLP usually corresponds to a mesh with 
reduced magnitude.  
2.3. The fast scheme of sizing-value query on an unstructured mesh 
For a Cartesian background mesh, the time complexity of querying the sizing value of a point 
is proportional to the depth of the tree. However, if the sizing function is defined on an 
unstructured mesh, the time complexity of a brute-force implementation of this query is 
proportional to the magnitude of the background mesh in its worst case. Therefore, although 
the proposed approach requires less time and memory usage in preparing the sizing function 
than the Cartesian mesh based approaches, it is necessary to improve sizing-value query on an 
unstructured mesh in order to ensure a better overall efficiency.  
In Section 2.1, it is proposed to limit sizing-value queries to the parametric space of a 
particular surface or curve that contains the associated elements. However, if not improved 
further, the computing efficiency of the size-query routine is still unacceptable, in particular 
for a big surface on which thousands of background elements are classified.  
Note that the base-element search is the most time consuming step of the sizing-value 
query scheme. Starting from an initial guess of the base element, the walk-through algorithm 
[18] attempts to find the base element through the shortest path with the aid of element 
neighboring indices. Nevertheless, the efficiency of the walk-through algorithm highly 
depends on the distance between the initial guess and the base element. Since the base 
elements for two geometrically neighboring positions are usually located very closely (or 
even the same), it is possible to start the walk-through algorithm from a very good guess of 
the base element. For instance, in the advancing front meshing procedure, a new point is 
needed to connect with the active front edge to form a new triangle. Since the new point is 
usually in the neighborhood of the active front edge, the base elements enclosing the end 
points of the edge can be selected as the starting point of the walk-through algorithm when 
querying the sizing value at the new point.  
The above sizing-value query scheme has been used in our in-house surface mesher. 
Numerical experiments show that it visits less than ten background elements for each sizing-
value query. As a result, the sizing-value query scheme consumes less than 10% of the 
meshing time. Here, the meshing time does not include the time consumed in preparing the 
sizing function.  
3. The proposed gradient constraint approach  
3.1. Preliminary definitions 
3.1.1 Unit mesh. Introduced in [15, 19, 20], a unit mesh refers to a mesh adapted to a sizing 
function over a domain that has all edges of unit length with respect to the Riemannian 
structure associated with the sizing function. The concept is demonstrated with a one-
dimensional mesh in Figure 2. Assuming that the sizing function over the edge is 
( ) ( [0,1])h t t  and the length of the edge is l , the number of mesh segments in this edge is:  
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This indicates that an ideal mesh segment in the space defined by M  has a unit length. 
Correspondingly, we call this mesh a unit mesh [15, 19, 20].   
3.1.2 Geometric progressive mesh. For the mesh shown in Figure 1, 1.0  , if  
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this mesh is called a geometric progressive mesh, and   the progressive factor.  
3.1.3 The H-variation of an edge. It is supposed that the mesh shown in Figure 1 satisfies the 
following assumptions:  
(1) It is a unit mesh, i.e., the predefined sizing function is accurately respected;  
(2) It is a geometric progressive mesh with the progressive factor  ;  
(3) The size variation follows a linear function.  
Let  ( =0,1,..., )ih i n  denote the size value at point ia , without loss of generality, we assume 
0nh h  ( 0h  and nh  are the sizing values at two end points of the edge) and  
1 / ( 1,2, , 1)i il l i n     . 
Finally, the following relation can be obtained [15]: 
0/ ( ) / lnnh l h h l     .                                                             (2) 
In [15], /h l  is called the H-variation, denoted by 0( )v nh a a , where 0a  and na are the end 
points of the edge. When l  approaches zero, the H-variation represents the gradient of the 
sizing function at a point.  
It can be derived from Equation 2 that,  to limit the length ratio of neighboring mesh 
segments below  , the H-variation of the edge must satisfy the following relation 
0( ) / lnv nh a a h l    .                                                               (3) 
 
Figure 2. Example of a unit mesh 
3.1.4 The gradient of the linear sizing function over a triangular domain. To enable the 
application to a triangular background mesh, it is necessary to extend the concept of H-
variation from an edge to a triangle. Assuming that  T  is the domain covered by a triangle 
T  and a linear sizing function is defined over T , i.e., 
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( , ) ( , ) ( , )i i T
i
h x y w x y h x y

  , 
where ( 0 ~ 2)ih i   are the sizing values at three nodes of T , and ( , )( 0 ~ 2)iw x y i   are the 
area coordinate functions. Given a progressive factor ( 1.0)   , we require the edge ended 
with two arbitrary points enclosed by T  to satisfy Equation 3, i.e., 
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where 1 2( )vh p p  is the H-variation of the edge 1 2p p . When 2p  approaches 1p , it represents 
the direction derivative of the sizing function ( , )h x y  along 1 2p p . As 1 2p p  can be an arbitrary 
direction around 1p , the following relation holds,  
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 The gradient of a linear function ( , )h x y  over T  is constant:  
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where A  is the area of T ,  
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and ( , )( 0 ~ 2)i ix y i   are the coordinates of the ending nodes of T . 
Therefore, the sizing function over T  needs to satisfy the following equation.  
2 2ln ( )Th   H KH ,                                                                                                  (5) 
where 
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Obviously, K  is a symmetric matrix, and the principal diagonal elements are positive: 
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where il  is the length of the edge opposite to the node i  [16].  
 For a triangle defined in a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, a local 
coordinate system is defined such that the plane containing the triangle as the XOY plane, and 
the elements of the matrix K  are then computed in the XOY space of this transformed 
coordinate system.     
3.2. The constrained optimisation problem 
A triangular background mesh composed of m triangles and n nodes is denoted by 
{ { | 1,2, , }, { | 1,2, , }}t i iM E e i m P p i n     , 
where E  and P  are the element set and node set, respectively. The sizing value at a node is 
denoted by ( )h p , and the gradient of the sizing function over an element is denoted by ( )h e .  
Given a progressive factor  , to limit the gradient of the sizing function defined on tM , 
the following equation must be met:  
 
2 2( ) lnih e   , for all ie E .                                                       
If a sizing function does not satisfy the above condition, it can be corrected by solving the 
following constrained optimization problem:  
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Here, 0 ( )ih p  and ( )ih p  are the initial and corrected sizing values at a mesh node ip . Note that 
the initial sizing values are usually calculated from certain geometric or physical rules. The 
corrected sizing value at a mesh node is also required to be less than its initial value because 
setting larger values may degrade the mesh resolution and eventually affect the simulation 
accuracy. Meanwhile, to avoid overly small sizing values, a user parameter minh  is set to limit 
the minimal sizing value. The goal is to minimize the change to the initial sizing values in the 
least squares sense. As the sizing values are only allowed to be reduced, the optimal sizing 
values must be as large as possible to achieve this target. Thus, the solution of NLP 6 will 
result in a sizing function adapted by a mesh containing fewer elements. 
3.3. Theoretical analysis of the optimisation model 
Fort the sake of generality, a non-uniform sizing function is concerned in the following 
discussions where 1.0  . If the preferred sizing function is a uniform one where 1.0  , 
the sizing value at each node should be the same, and the optimal solution of NLP 6 is 
achieved when  
0 1 0 2 0( )= min( ( ), ( ),..., ( ))i nh p h p h p h p . 
 
Lemma 3.1 The feasible region of NLP 6 is a convex set. 
Proof. Let 1 2( ( ), ( ),..., ( ))nh p h p h pv  be the solution of NLP 6, the feasible region of the 
solution vector is: 1 2   , where 
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   The constraint defined on a background element is  
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where A  is the area of the background element, 0 2~h h  are the sizing values at the three 
nodes of the background element, and  
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In the above equation, j  and k  are indices of the nodes of the background element, and the 
variables 
0 2~b b  and 0 2~c c  are calculated by Equation 4. 
The expression of 0 1 2( , , )F h h h  can be rewritten as, 
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is the coefficient matrix.  
Since 0 1 2( , , )F h h h  is a quadratic function, the equation 0 1 2( , , 0)F h h h   defines a quadric 
surface. To determine the type of the quadric surface, the invariants ( 1 4~I I ) and semi-
invariants ( 1K  and 2K ) [21-23]
† of this quadric surface are computed as follows:   
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† Reference [21] is a Chinese translation of  Reference [22]. 
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Here, 0 2~l l  are the lengths of the three edges of the background element. 
The values of the above invariants and semi-invariants indicate that the quadric surface 
defined by the function 0 1 2( , , 0)F h h h   is an elliptical cylinder [21-23], and 0 1 2( , , 0)F h h h   
defines a convex set bounded by this elliptical cylinder. Since 1  is the intersection of a set 
of such convex sets, it is also a convex set. 
Meanwhile, 2  is a convex set because it is composed of a set of box constraints. 
Therefore,  1 2    is a closed convex set.                                                      □ 
Theorem 3.1 NLP 6 is a convex programming problem, and any local optimal solution of this 
problem is also its global optimal solution. 
Proof. The objective function of NLP 6 
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0
1
( ) ( ( ) ( ))
n
i i
i
f h p h p

 v   
is a least squares function. Its Hessian matrix is a positive definite matrix: 
2 ( ) 2H f M v I ,  
where I  is the unit matrix, and   
0, ( )T nH    x M x x 0 x . 
Therefore, the objective function is a convex function. Meanwhile, since the feasible region of 
NLP 6 is a convex set (according to Lemma 3.1), NLP 6 is a convex programming problem.                                                        
Note that minh  is a user parameter. It can always be set by a value satisfying 
 0 1 0 2 0min( ( ), ( ),..., ( ))min nh h p h p h p .  
Then, there exists a   satisfying 
0 1 0 2 0min( ( ), ( ),..., ( ))min nh h p h p h p  , 
let ( )ih p  , 1.0  , 
2 2( ) 0 ln ( )Ti i i ih e    H K H . 
Hence, the vector 1 2( ( ), ( ),..., ( )) ( , ,..., )nh p h p h p    v  is a feasible solution of NLP 6. If 
1.0  , this solution strictly satisfies the constraints, which means this solution is an interior 
point of the feasible region of NLP 6.  
Finally, it is known that, for a convex programming problem with at least one interior point 
in its feasible region, any local optimal solution of this problem is also its global optimal 
solution [24].                                                                                                                               □ 
4. The generation of the sizing function  
As illustrated in Figure 1, the process of creating a gradient-constrained sizing function takes 
three steps. The implementation issues of these steps are detailed in the following subsections.  
4.1. Creating the background mesh 
Most CAD systems and kernels provide routines to tessellate a CAD model into a triangular 
mesh. In this study, this mesh is used as the background mesh of the sizing function. After the 
tessellation step, two additional data structures must be created, namely the hybrid surface B-
rep [7] and the parametric mesh.  
4.1.1 The hybrid surface B-rep. The surface B-rep is illustrated in Figure 3, where the input 
surface model includes three basic topology entities, i.e., face, curve and point. A loop is a 
specific topology entity that refers to a set of curves and limits the valid region of a face.  
As shown in Figure 1b, the background mesh is a triangular mesh representing the input 
CAD model. This mesh is structured by three topology entities of different dimensions: facets, 
edges and nodes.  
To connect the input CAD model and the background mesh, three basic mappings between 
the continuous topology entities and their discrete counterparts can be defined:  
(1) The face-facet mapping. A face corresponds to a set of mesh facets.  
(2) The curve-edge mapping. A curve corresponds to a set of mesh edges.  
(3) The point-node mapping. A point corresponds to a mesh node. 
Other mappings can be defined as well, e.g., between a curve and all nodes that lie on the 
curve, or between a face and all edges that bound the face. As these additional mappings can 
be derived from the basic mappings, and are not explicitly represented in the extended B-rep. 
Here, we term the extended B-rep as the hybrid surface B-rep. In the standard B-rep, each 
basic topology entity corresponds to a continuous geometry entity. However, in the hybrid 
surface B-rep, each topology entity has two types of geometric representations in default. One 
representation corresponds to geometry entities defined on the continuous model, while the 
other representation describes a discrete model, such as a face defined by a set of triangles and 
a curve defined by a set of linear segments.  
The following definition is introduced to describe the above mappings.  
Definition 1 (Classification) [7, 25]. Given a di-dimensional topology entity (di=0~2) i
d
M  of 
the discrete model, i
d
M  is classified on a dj-dimensional topology entity (di≤dj ≤2) j
d
G  of 
the B-rep if i
d
M  lies on j
d
G , denoted as ji
dd
M Gô . Namely, j
d
G  is the host entity of i
d
M . 
 
Figure 3. Illustration for the surface B-rep. 
4.1.2 The parametric mesh. The projection of the background mesh on the parametric space 
of a curve or face is namely a parametric mesh. For a curve of the B-rep, the computation of 
its parametric mesh takes the following steps. 
(1) Obtain the list of nodes and edges classified on the curve, denoted as N and E. They 
compose the physical mesh of the curve: Mcrv = {N, E}.  
(2) Replace physical coordinates of the nodes belonging to N by their counterparts in the 
parametric space of the curve. Define the new list of nodes as N′. 
(3) Compose the parametric mesh of the curve as M′crv = {N′, E}. 
Similarly, for a face of the B-rep, its parametric mesh needs to replace the physical 
coordinates of nodes classified on the face by their counterparts in the parametric space of the 
face.  
The concept of parametric mesh is useful to speed up the meshing procedures for curves 
and faces by limiting the sizing-value queries employed in these meshing procedures on the 
parametric mesh of a particular surface or curve.  
4.2. Initialising the sizing function 
4.2.1 Computing sizing values adapted to curvatures. In highly curved regions, sizing 
values must be very small to avoid large gaps between the mesh and the geometry.  
Figure 4 illustrates the geometric meaning of the sizing value adapted to the local curvature 
of a point S , denoted by ch . Here, sr  refers to the curvature radius of S , ( )tr  refers to the 
principal curvature line that S  lies in, and O  refers to a point along the normal vector of S  
with sOS r . With O  as the center, sr  as the radius and S  as the contact point, an inscribed 
circle of ( )tr  is defined, and E  is a point on the circle to make a central angle c SOE   . 
Then ch  equals the chord length between S  and E , given by 
2 sin( / 2)c ch SE r   s .  
For a mesh node classified on more than one face, the principal curvatures of this node on 
all faces need to be computed. The value of sr  is computed by using the principal curvature 
having a maximal absolute value.  
rs
r(t)
ch
O
E
S
 
Figure 4. Geometric meaning of the size value adapted to local curvatures. 
4.2.2 Computing sizing values adapted to proximities. Elements of small scales are required 
near narrow regions to avoid generating elements with high aspect ratios. However, 
computing proximity distances in narrow regions is non-trivial. Cunha et al. [26] and Zhu et 
al. [27] proposed to compute distances between all combinations of sampled entities, which  
involve a large number of unstable geometry computations. Based on the Cartesian mesh, a 
few more efficient algorithms were developed later, such as the wave propagation algorithm 
by Quadros et al. [12], the geometry rasterisation algorithm by Deister et al. [11] and Voronoï 
cell based algorithm by Luo et al [28]. However, as unstructured background meshes are 
preferred in this study, an alternative scheme has to be developed.   
In [29], we developed a general algorithm that calculates surface proximity distances using 
an unstructured background mesh. The theoretical foundation supporting this algorithm is that 
the lines connecting the circumcenters of neighboring elements of a Delaunay triangulation 
are the discrete representation of the medial axis. This dual relation has a proof if the 
boundary edges of the model are all contained in the Delaunay triangulation [30].  
However, for those faces where the proximity distances are proximately equal everywhere, 
a simpler algorithm can be applied to compute a global proximity distance for each face: 
 2.0 /s s sd A l  , 
where 
sA  and sl  are the area and circumference of the face, respectively. For background 
nodes classified on this face, their proximity-adapted sizing values are 
1 /d s dh d  , 
where the user parameter 
d  defines the expected number of elements within the proximity 
distance.  
Apart from the proximity distance between boundary curves, another proximity feature 
considered in this study is the curve length, i.e., the distance between the end points of a curve. 
Because at least one mesh segment is required to be generated in a curve, the sizing values of 
a background node classified on a curve must be less than the length of the curve. Assuming 
that 
0dh  is the smallest length of the host curves of a background node, the final proximity-
adapted sizing value at this node is  
1 0min( , )d d dh h h .   
4.2.3 User options. The role of user expertise is irreplaceable in some meshing tasks. The 
proposed algorithm provides the user with options to influence the element-sizing results via 
the following parameters: 
(1) Global user parameters c , d  and  ; 
(2) A local c  value for any curve or face; 
(3) Local d  and   values for any face; 
(4) A predefined sizing value or function for any geometry point, curve or face. 
Only the first group of parameters is mandatory and the other parameters are optional. In 
most meshing tasks, including those to be demonstrated in Section 6, the user only needs to 
set the mandatory parameters. The initial sizing value at a background node is computed by 
combining the influence of geometry factors and user parameters: 
min maxmax( ,min( , , , ))a d c uh h h h h h ,      
where ch  and dh  are the sizing values adapted to local curvature and proximity features, 
respectively, uh  is the predefined sizing value by the user (if any); minh  and maxh  are the user 
parameters that limit the minimal and maximal sizing values. 
4.3. Smoothing the sizing function 
The initial sizing function is smoothed by solving NLP 6. Among different numerical 
schemes for the solution of NLPs, the interior point method (IPM) [31-33] is adopted because 
of its good performance for problems with a large number of inequality constraints.  
We first transform NLP 6 into a more general form, where the inequality constraints are 
rewritten as equality constraints by introducing slack variables i , i  and i : 
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NLP 6 can be reformulated to the new form as below, 
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
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The solution of NLP 7 is reduced to a sequence of unconstrained optimization problems 
with decreasing barrier parameters  ( 0)   : 
3
1
min ( , , ) ( ) ( ) ln( )
n m
i
i n
f x 

 
   x λ x λc x ,                                                                       (8) 
where 2n mλ  is the vector of Lagrangian multipliers, and ( )c x is the vector of equality 
constraints ( ) 0 ( )jc j J x . For a fixed  , the solution of NLP 8 can be reduced to the 
calculation of the following perturbed Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [32, 33]: 
( ) ( )
( , , ) ( )
f

   
 
  
  
x c x λ υ
F x λ υ c x 0
Xυ e
,                                                                                  (9) 
where 1 3/ ,..., /n n mx x   υ  is the dual vector, e  is the vector of ones, and X  is a 
diagonal matrix with its diagonal elements occupied by the values of  ( +1 3 + )ix n i n m  . 
Numerically, a tolerance parameter   is predefined to determine whether a solution satisfies 
the perturbed KKT conditions:  
* * *|| ( , , ) || F x λ υ .                                                                                               (10) 
Presently, the open source code IPOPT [32, 33] is adopted to accomplish the above 
numerical solution process. It adopts the Newton’s method to compute Equation 9 iteratively, 
and a linear system needs to be solved in each iteration step. To reduce the computing time, 
IPOPT provides a parallel option for the solution of this linear system by using OpenMP. 
More implementation details of IPOPT can be found in [32, 33]. 
For a general NLP, the above numerical procedure only returns a local optimal solution. 
However, for the NLP 6, the returned local optimal solution is also the global optimal solution 
according to Theorem 3.1. To be concise, the final solution that satisfies the perturbed KKT 
conditions is called the optimal solution hereafter. Nevertheless, it is observed that, if 
Equation 10 is used as the criterion to terminate the solution process of NLP 8, the computing 
time may beyond the user’s expectation. To improve the computing time to an acceptable 
level, a new criterion is introduced by checking the values of two indices: 
(1) For each background triangle, given the sizing values at its three ending nodes, a real 
progressive factor ( reali ) can be computed by solving the following equation:  
2ln ( ) 0T reali i i i H K H .                                                         (11) 
Given a background mesh, the first index is the maximal value of real progressive 
factors, denoted by max
real .  
max max{ | 1,2, }
real real
i i m   ,  
where m  is the number of elements contained in the mesh.  
(2) The second index is the predicted value of the mesh magnitude 
numE , which is the sum 
of the computed number of elements for all background elements (see Appendix A). In 
each iteration of solving NLP 8, a value of 
numE  is computed, denoted by 
k
numE , where 
k  is the index numbering the iteration step. 
The new criterion is defined in Equation 12:  
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It limits the difference of numE  computed in adjacent iteration steps and the difference of 
max
real  and the maximal progress factor predefined by the user ( max
user ). Note that the new 
criterion no longer strictly limits 
max
real  to be smaller than max
user .                                                                                        
5. The application of the sizing function  
Once the sizing function is smoothed, it is ready for sizing-value queries by mesh generation 
algorithms. The efficiency of this query heavily impacts the efficiency of meshing algorithms 
because the number of such queries in a meshing procedure is usually several times larger 
than the number of final mesh nodes. In this section, we introduce the application of the 
proposed sizing-function in an advancing front surface mesher. The key contribution is the 
development of two efficient routines of sizing-value query.  
Like most of prevailing surface meshers, our mesher exploits the parametric representation 
of input surfaces, and can be classified as mapping based [34]. Basically, the meshing 
algorithm follows a bottom-up procedure, i.e., it first meshes the curves and then meshes the 
faces individually. Meanwhile, the meshing procedures for both curves and faces are defined 
in the parametric spaces of curves and faces. This feature makes it possible to speed up the 
routines of sizing-value query employed in the meshing procedures for both curves and faces 
by using the concept of parametric mesh introduced in Section 4.1.2.  
The first routine inputs the index of a curve and the parametric value (up) of a point p at this 
curve, and returns the sizing value at p by the following steps. 
(1) Get the parametric mesh of the curve: M′crv = {N′, E}, where N′ and E are lists of 
background nodes and edges classified on the curve.  
(2) Visit E to find an edge ei containing p. Assuming the ending nodes of ei are pi and pi+1 
and the parametric values of these two nodes are ui and ui+1 (ui<ui+1), there must be 
ui≤up≤ui+1. 
(3) The sizing value at p is a linear interpolation of the sizing values at pi and pi+1. 
Following a similar flowchart, another routine is developed to query the sizing value at a 
point p located on a face. 
(1) Get the parametric mesh of the face: M′fac = {N′, E, T}, where N′, E and T are lists of 
background nodes, edges and triangles classified on the face.  
(2) Visit T to find a triangle ti containing p.  
(3) The sizing value at p is a linear interpolation of the sizing values at the end nodes of ti. 
With the aid of the concept of parametric mesh, the base-element search step (Step 2) of 
both routines only visits the elements classified on a curve or a face, and moreover, the search 
occurs in the parametric space of the curve or face instead of the physical space. However, if 
the second routine is implemented as the above flowchart, it can be very time-consuming 
because the parametric mesh of a large face may contain thousands of triangles. The timing 
performance can be further improved by using the spatial locality, i.e. the fact that the base 
elements for two geometrically neighboring positions are usually located very closely (or 
even the same). A much faster base-element search procedure can be developed by employing 
the walk-through algorithm to find the base element at the shortest path and inputting one 
more parameter to the walk-through algorithm that refers to a good enough guess for the base 
element. In the current implementation, a walk-through algorithm suggested by Shan et al. is 
adopted to search the base element [18], which requires no auxiliary structures but the initial 
guess for the base element and neighboring indices of candidate triangles.  
The remaining issue is how to set a good initial guess for the base element. Taking the 
advancing front surface mesher considered in this study as the example, it meshes a face by 
repeating the advancing front step, where a front is first selected and a new node is then 
created. Obviously, when querying the base element of the new node, either of the base 
elements of the front nodes can be chosen as the initial guess.  
6. Numerical results 
The tests presented here are conducted on a personal computer (CPU: 3.5GHz; Memory: 
24GB). Three CAD models are selected as inputs to analyze the performance of the proposed 
algorithm. The original geometry files of these models are accessible through the Internet. 
The London Tower Bridge (referred to as Bridge hereafter) [35] is the test case geometry 
from the meshing contest session of the 23rd International Meshing Roundtable. The F6 
aircraft model [36] is the test case geometry from the 2nd AIAA CFD Drag Prediction 
Workshop. The F16 aircraft model (referred to as F16 hereafter) is obtained from GrabCAD 
(www.grabcad.com). Figures 1, 5 and 6 show the input CAD models, the background meshes, 
the initial sizing functions and their smoothed counterparts for the F6, F16 and Bridge models, 
respectively. All of these sizing functions are initialised and smoothed by using the default 
user parameters, i.e. 10c  , 2d   and 1.2  . Meanwhile, the parallel option of the 
numerical scheme for sizing-function smoothing is enabled in the test cases and 4 computer 
cores are employed to solve Equation 9. Figures 7~9 render the surface meshes of the three 
models and some close up views. Table 1 lists the main statistics of these tests.  
Table 1. The main performance statistics of the tests conducted in this study. 
Index type Index name F6 F16 Bridge 
Basic indices 
#Geometry Curves 97 1,488 9,873 
#Geometry Faces 35 604 3,014 
#Background nodes 4,016 24,358 43,354 
#Background elements 7,853 48,209 88,336 
#Surface mesh nodes 24,107 103,209 695,827 
#Surface mesh elements 47,819 205,066 1,393,282 
Timing data 
(unit: second) 
Creating the sizing-function 13.6 78.6 303.0 
Creating the background mesh 4.99 15.94 17.1 
Initialising the sizing function 0.01 0.06 0.1 
Smoothing the sizing function 8.6 62.6 285.8 
Generating the surface mesh  9.1 42.9 233.3 
Querying the sizing values 0.6 2.4 20.0 
We used to configure grid sources to define the sizing function under the user interface of 
our in-house pre-processing system [37]. The configurations adopted for the F6 and F16 
models include 34 sources and 131 sources, respectively. The manual process of creating grid 
sources are time consuming: half an hour of interaction time is required for the F6 case, while 
this timing cost increases up to many hours for the F16 case. By contrast, the proposed 
algorithm only consumed 13.6 and 78.6 seconds to generate the two sizing functions in a fully 
automatic fashion, of which the step of sizing-function smoothing dominates, consuming 8.6 
and 62.6 seconds for the F6 and F16 cases, respectively. For the Bridge case, although we 
never attempt to control element scales by grid sources considering the possible huge amount 
of interaction time, it is estimated that hundreds of grid sources are required to capture the 
abundant geometry features of this model and to control the gradation of element scales. By 
contrast, the proposed algorithm consumed about 5 minutes to create a high-quality sizing 
function, of which the step of sizing-function smoothing consumes 285.6 seconds. It is 
evident that the proposed algorithm substantially enhances the automation of element-sizing 
specification over the method of using grid sources. 
Apart from the timing data of sizing-function creation, Table 1 also lists the timing data of 
surface mesh generation. The advancing front mesher consumed 9.1, 42.9 and 233.3 seconds 
to handle the F6, F16 and Bridge models, respectively. The velocity values, referring to how 
many elements the mesher can create per second, are 5,254, 4,780 and 5,972 respectively. It 
varies within a reasonable range considering the timing performance of a surface mesher 
always depends on the input CAD models to some extent.  
The total timing data consumed by sizing-value queries are presented in Table 1 as well. In 
the three test cases, these queries at most consume 8.6% of the meshing time, owing to the 
improved strategies suggested in Section 5. The base-element search is the most time-
consuming step for sizing-value query of a surface point, and its timing performance is 
improved remarkably by the proposed walk-through algorithm. In average, each calling of 
this procedure visits about 8, 4 and 4 background triangles in the meshing processes of the F6, 
F16 and Bridge models, respectively. 
 
(a)                                                                          (b) 
   
(c)                                                                          (d) 
Figure 5. An illustration for the proposed algorithm using an F16 aircraft model. (a) The 
input CAD model. (b) The background mesh. (c) The initial sizing function. (d) The 
smoothed sizing function. 
  
(a)                                                                                     (b) 
   
(c)                                                                                    (d) 
Figure 6. An illustration for the proposed algorithm using a London Tower bridge model. (a) 
The input CAD model. (b) The background mesh. (c) The initial sizing function. (d) The 
smoothed sizing function. 
       
(a)                                                                         (b) 
Figure 7. The surface mesh of the F6 model. (a) The overall mesh. (b) The mesh details of 
the engine intake lip. A very fine mesh resolution is observed in the engine intake lip because 
high curvature features exist there.  
   
(a)                                                             (b)                                             (c) 
Figure 8. The surface mesh of the F16 model. (a) The overall mesh. (b) The mesh details near 
a missile. (c) The mesh details near the landing gear.  
    
Figure 9. The surface mesh of the Bridge model and its local mesh details. 
Another focus of the tests is on the mesh quality. Figure 10a draws the distributions of 
interior angles of surface elements for the three surface meshes shown in Figures 7~9. Note 
that the worst elements in a mesh have far more influence than the average elements in 
numerical simulations. To evaluate those worst elements, a triangle is classified as a low-
quality element if its minimal angle is smaller than 24 degrees or as a bad element if its 
minimal angle is smaller than 12 degrees. For the surface meshes shown in Figures 7~9, the 
numbers of bad elements are 11, 41 and 5, respectively, and those of low-quality elements are 
82, 1,283 and 3,121 respectively. The percentages of low quality elements are 0.17, 0.63 and 
0.22, respectively, and the percentages of bad quality elements are even much smaller. 
To verify the quality of the resulting surface mesh further, a tetrahedral mesh is generated 
from the surface mesh of the Bridge model. Figure 10b draws the distribution of interior 
angles of tetrahedral elements. The volume mesh contains 33,698,234 elements and is 
generated in parallel on 32 computer cores [4, 38]. Therefore, elements generated on different 
computer cores are painted in different colours in Figure 11. Owing to the input of a high-
quality surface mesh, the tetrahedral mesh is of high quality as well. The minimal and 
maximal angles are 5.8° and 172.5°, respectively. The percentages of angles below 30° and 
over 150° are only 0.76 and 0.003, respectively.  
  
(a)                                                                         (b) 
Figure 10. Mesh quality statistics. (a) Distributions of the interior angles of the three surface 
meshes. (b) Distributions of the interior angles of a volume mesh of the Bridge model. 
 
Figure 11.  The surface mesh and the volume mesh of the London Tower Bridge model. The 
volume mesh is generated in parallel on 32 computer cores.   
The final focus is on the performance of the proposed numerical scheme for sizing-function 
smoothing. It is observed that this numerical scheme always converges to a global optimal 
solution in the three test cases, i.e., a solution that meets Equation 10. However, the timing 
costs to achieve the optimal solutions are very high. Note that the proposed numerical scheme 
is composed of two-level loops. In the outer loop, the solution of NLP 7 is reduced to a 
sequence of unconstrained optimization problems (NLP 8) with decreasing barrier parameters. 
In the inner loop, NLP 8 is solved by computing Equation 9 iteratively. To evaluate the 
convergence of the numerical scheme, the iteration steps computing Equation 9 are numbered 
consecutively. For the F6, F16 and Bridge models, the numerical scheme converges after 
2,002, 6,851, 1,7189 iteration steps, respectively, and the computing time is 40.9, 920.6 and 
3023.7 seconds, respectively. After introducing the new termination criterion (Equation 12), 
the numerical scheme stops after 617, 780, 1,759 iteration steps, respectively. Accordingly, 
the timing costs reduces to 8.6, 62.6 and 285.8 seconds, respectively.  
It is emphasized that the quality of the sub-optimal solutions corresponding to the new 
termination criterion is comparable to the quality of the global optimal solutions. To 
demonstrate this, the difference of sizing value at a background node is computed by the 
following equation:  
| | /diff opt sub opts s s s  , 
where opts  and subs  are the optimal and sub-optimal sizing values at this node, respectively. 
To show more details of the difference of sizing function, the two norms ℓ2-norm and ℓ∞-norm 
are calculated as below: 
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These two norms represent the average difference and the maximum difference, respectively. 
Figure 12 presents the optimal sizing function of the Bridge model and the distribution of 
the difference of this sizing function and the one shown in Figure 6b (the sub-optimal sizing 
function). For this case, 2|| || 0.011diffs  , and || || 0.225diffs  . Further analysis reveals that the 
number of nodes with 0.1diffs   is 108, accounting for only 0.23% of the total number of 
background nodes. Because of the minor difference of the optimal and sub-optimal sizing-
functions of the Bridge model, the values of Enum adapted to these two sizing functions are 
also very close: they are 1,383,884 and 1,356,807, respectively. Meanwhile, it is observed that 
the value of Enum adapted to the sub-optimal sizing function is also very close to the number 
of elements of the finally generated surface mesh shown in Figure 9, which is 1,393,282, as 
reported in Table 1. It proves that the enhanced surface mesher is capable of respecting the 
predefined sizing function very accurately.  
   
(a)                                                                                    (b) 
Figure 12. Comparison between the optimal and sub-optimal sizing functions for the Bridge 
model. The sub-optimal sizing function is already rendered in Figure 6d, and (a) is the 
optimal sizing function. (b) draws the distribution of the differences between the node values 
that define the two sizing functions. 
Meanwhile, Figures 13a~c detail the variations of max
real  and numE  with the iteration steps 
(see Section 4.4 for the definitions of the two indices). For all three test cases, a stable 
decrease of numE  is observed. It means a positive correlation exists between the minimization 
function used in NLP 6 and the goal to minimize the mesh magnitude. Section 3.2 explained 
this correlation qualitatively. In Figures 13a~c, a rather stable decrease of max
real  is also 
observed, apart from a sharp increase occurred in the solution process of the Bridge case. This 
explains why the new termination criterion (Equation 12) must also limit the value max
real .  
Figure 13d presents the distributions of the real progressive factors ( real
i , computed by 
Equation 11 on each background element) in the finally smoothed sizing functions of the 
three test cases. The accumulative ratio function ( ) ( 1.0)r x x   refers to the percentage of 
background elements whose real
i  values are below x . It is shown that only a very small 
fraction of background elements have progress factors above the user parameter  ( 1.2   in 
the tests). If the background elements with 1.02reali   and 1.1
real
i   are classified as low-
gradation and high-gradation elements, respectively. It is observed that the background 
meshes for the F6 and F16 models contain the highest percentage of low-gradation and high-
gradation elements, respectively. The percentage values are 23.6% and 75.9%, respectively. 
Since the sizing functions considered in this study are mainly adapted to the geometric 
features of the input CAD models, this observation reveals that the F6 model has fewer 
geometry features than the F16 model.   
 
(a)                                                                       (b) 
      
(c)                                                                     (d) 
Figure 13. (a)~(c) detail the variations of the indices 
max
real  and numE  with the numbers of 
iteration steps experienced in the sizing-function smoothing procedures. (d) draws the curves 
of the accumulative ratio function ( ) ( 1.0)r x x  , which refers to the percentage of 
background elements with real
i  values (computed by Equation 11) below x . 
7. Conclusions 
Surface mesh generation is a time-consuming step when complex aerodynamics models are 
considered. A main performance bottleneck lies in the element-sizing specification procedure. 
The conventional grid sources based scheme involves intensive manual labors. In this study, 
an automatic scheme is proposed for the element-sizing specification of unstructured surface 
mesh generation. Different with existing Cartesian mesh based schemes, the proposed 
algorithm adopts unstructured triangular mesh as the background mesh. Experiments of 
complicated aerodynamics configurations show that our algorithm can automatically produce 
a suitable size map in minutes. By contrast, a conventional grid sources based scheme may 
need many hours by a tedious manual interaction process. 
Due to the topological flexibility of unstructured meshes, the proposed algorithm generates 
a far coarser background mesh than existing Cartesian mesh based schemes for the problem of 
unstructured surface mesh generation. Nevertheless, if volume meshing is considered, the 
surface background mesh is not suitable any more. A possible approach is to use the surface 
background mesh as inputs to construct a volume mesh. The convex NLP model set up for 
surface problems (NLP 6) can be naturally extended for volume problems.  
Meanwhile, a particular interest of our ongoing research is to extend NLP 6 for anisotropic 
meshing problem by introducing the Riemannian metric.  
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Appendix A 
Given a triangle F  with end nodes ( 0 ~ 2)ip i  , the sizing value of a point p  inside F  is: 
2
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 2
0
( , ) (1 )i i
i
h t t t h t h t h t t h

      , 
where ( 0 ~ 2)ih i   are the sizing values at nodes ( 0 ~ 2)ip i  , ( 0 ~ 2)it i   are the natural 
coordinates of p : 
Area( ) / Area( ) /i i it F F A A  .  
If quadrilateral elements are generated inside F , the estimated element number is: 
2
0 1
1
( , )F
Qn d
h t t
  ,                                                               (A1) 
where F  is the region bounded by F . Equation (A1) can be written in the natural 
coordinate system as:     
    
11 1
0 120 0
0 1
1
2
( , )
t
Q Fn A dt dt
h t t

   .                                                                     (A2) 
Solving Equation (A2), the final expression of Qn  can be obtained as 
2
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
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,                                                  (A3) 
where 0 2 1h h   , 1 0 2h h    and 2 1 0h h   . 
If triangular elements are desired, the estimated element number is: 
2 Qn n  .                                                                                                   (A4) 
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